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Abstract
The language property of error-detection ensures that the communications medium cannot
transform a word of the language to another word of the language. In this paper we provide
some insights on the notion of error-detection from a language theoretic point of view. We de3ne
certain error-detecting properties of languages and codes including the notion of error-detection
with 3nite delay which is a natural extension of unique decodability with 3nite delay. We obtain
results about the error-detecting capabilities of regular and other languages, and of known classes
of codes. Moreover, we consider the problem of estimating the optimal redundancy of in3nite
languages with the property of detecting errors of the deletion type. c© 2002 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Communication of information presupposes the existence of a communications
medium and a language of communications which consists of all the possible mes-
sages (words) that can be communicated. Normally, the medium, say , is capable of
introducing errors in the words of the language, say L, and there is the possibility that,
when a word w of L is communicated,  returns a word w′ which is not in L or it
is in L but w′ =w. These considerations are important, for instance, in the transmis-
sion of digital information and in the typesetting of ASCII characters. In the former
case, the channel (medium) is capable of substituting symbols of the message with
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other symbols and possibly inserting new or deleting existing symbols in the message.
Moreover, in this case, the language of communications is usually coded; that is, L is
freely generated by a code. In the latter case, the typesetter can be thought of as being
the channel that transmits the words of a language to the computer. The communica-
tions language in this case is usually not coded, as it could be a natural language or
a programming language.
In the above scenarios, the language property of error-detection is of particular in-
terest. Speci3cally, if the language L is error-detecting for the channel , then  cannot
transform a word in L to another word in L. As a consequence, when the channel
returns a word w which is in L then w is correct. On the other hand, if the returned
word is not in L, one can be sure that it is not equal to the intended word and then
take appropriate action—for example, request that the word be retransmitted. The ob-
jective of this paper is to provide some insights on the concept of error-detection by
de3ning certain error-detecting properties of languages, including coded languages, and
obtaining some basic results concerning error-detecting capabilities of regular and other
languages, and of known classes of codes. To keep the basic de3nitions general, we use
the framework of P-channels (see [9]) restricted to the case of 3nite words. This chan-
nel model is very general and includes the case of SID-channels which were presented
in [8] and further extended in [10]. SID-channels are discrete channels represented by
formal expressions that describe the type of errors permitted and the frequency of those
errors. The basic error types are:
: substitution. It means that a symbol in a message can be replaced with another
symbol (of the alphabet X ).
: insertion. It means that a symbol (of the alphabet X ) can be inserted in a message.
: deletion. It means that a symbol in a message can be deleted, i.e., replaced with
the empty word.
We note that, in the context of data communications, errors of types  and  are called
synchronization errors, as they cause, or are caused by, loss of synchronization. The
operation  is used to combine error types. In particular, we consider the following
set of error types
{; ; ;   ;   ;  ;    }:
For every error type  the expression (m; ‘) denotes the channel that permits a total of
at most m errors of type  in any ‘ (or less) consecutive symbols of a message—see
the next section for a formal de3nition. In this case, we assume that m and ‘ are
positive integers.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section gives some basic concepts about
words, word factorizations, P-channels, and SID-channels. Section 3 de3nes the basic
error-detecting properties of languages, provides examples to illustrate these properties,
and contains a few results on error-detection for P- and SID-channels. For example, it
is shown that the number of synchronization errors that a regular language can detect
is bounded by the cardinality of its syntactic monoid. In Section 4 the concept of
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error-detection with 3nite delay is introduced which is a natural generalization of the
code property of unique decodability with 3nite delay. It is shown that no coded
language is error-detecting with delay 0 for any SID-channel that permits insertions.
Section 5 discusses certain error-detecting capabilities of uniform, solid and shuKe
codes, and provides a construction of a language which is maximal error-detecting for
the channel (m; ‘) and whose redundancy is asymptotically optimal. Finally, Section 6
contains a few concluding remarks.
2. Basic notation and background
For a set S, the notation |S| represents the cardinality of S. The set of positive
integers is denoted by N and N0 =N∪{0}. An alphabet, X , is a non-empty set of
symbols. A word (over X ) is a mapping w : {0; 1; : : : ; n− 1}→X for some n∈N0. In
this case, we write Iw to denote the domain {0; 1; : : : ; n− 1} of the word w. Moreover,
as usual, we can denote w by juxtaposing its elements: w=w(0)w(1) · · ·w(n−1). The
empty word, , is the unique word with I = ∅. The length, |w|, of a word w is the
number |Iw|. The set of all words over X is denoted by X ∗ and X+ =X ∗\{}. A
language is a subset of X ∗. We write minlen L to denote the length of a shortest word
in the language L. On the other hand, if L is 3nite we write maxlen L to denote the
length of a longest word in L. If all the words in L are of the same length, we say
that L is a uniform code. In this case, we use the symbol len L to denote the length
of the words in L. In the sequel, we use the symbol X for an arbitrary but 3xed 3nite
alphabet.
Let L be a language. A factorization over L is a mapping ’ : {0; 1; : : : ; n−1} → L for
some n∈N0. As before, we write I’ to indicate the domain {0; 1; : : : ; n−1} of ’, and
|’| to denote the length of the factorization ’ which is equal to |I’|. For a factorization
’ over L, we write [’] to denote the word ’(0)’(1) · · ·’(n − 1), where n= |’|. If
|’|=0 then [’] = . For n∈N0 and w∈X ∗, the symbol wn denotes the word [’]





A code (over X ) is a non-empty subset K of X+ such that [’] = [ ] implies ’=  
for all factorizations ’ and  over K . A message over K is a word [’], where ’ is a
factorization over K . Then, K∗ is the set of all messages over K and K+ is the set of
all non-empty messages. Since a word over X can be viewed as a factorization over
X , we also refer to words as messages (over X ).
A channel, , is a binary relation over X ∗, namely ⊆X ∗×X ∗. For the elements of
a channel , we prefer to write (y′|y) rather than (y′; y). Then, (y′|y)∈  means that
the word y′ can be obtained from y through the channel . For a word y, we de3ne
〈y〉 to be the set of all possible outputs of  when y is used as input; that is,
〈y〉 = {y′ ∈ X ∗ | (y′|y) ∈ }:
More generally, for a set of words Y , we have 〈Y 〉 =
⋃
y∈Y 〈y〉.
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Denition 1. Let  be a channel, let Y be a subset of X ∗, and let ’ be a factorization
over Y . A factorization ’′ over 〈Y 〉 is -admissible for ’ if
I’′ = I’ and ’′(i) · · ·’′(i + k) ∈ 〈’(i) · · ·’(i + k)〉;
for all i∈ I’ and k ∈N0 with i + k ∈ I’.
Example 1. Consider the word y= aabbaa, where a; b∈X , and its factorization ’ over
K = {aa; bb} such that ’=(aa; bb; aa). Consider also a channel  that allows at most
one deletion in any 2 consecutive input symbols—as we shall see next,  is an SID-
channel. Then, y′ = abaa is a possible output in 〈y〉 if one deletes the symbols y(0)
and y(2) in y. Then, the factorization ’′ of y′ over 〈K〉 such that ’′=(a; b; aa) is
-admissible for ’. On the other hand, for the same channel , and for K = {ab; ba}
and y= abba, one has the following: ’=(ab; ba) is a factorization of y over K and
’′=(a; a) is a factorization of y′= aa over 〈K〉 such that ’′(i)∈ 〈’(i)〉 for i∈{0; 1}.
But y′ =∈ 〈’(0)’(1)〉 since the symbols y(1) and y(2) of y cannot be both deleted.
Hence, ’′ is not -admissible for ’.
In the sequel, we consider only channels  satisfying the following natural conditions:
(P1) Input factorizations arrive as -admissible output factorizations: If (y′|y)∈ and
’ is a non-empty factorization of y over some subset Y of X ∗, then there is a
factorization ’′ of y′ over 〈Y 〉 which is -admissible for ’.
(P2)Error-free messages can be received independently of the context: If (y′|y)∈ 
then (xy′z|xyz)∈ , for all x; z ∈X ∗.
(P3)Empty input can result into empty output: (|)∈ .
Channels satisfying properties P1–P3 are called P∗-channels. They diMer from the
P-channels de3ned in [9] only in the 3niteness type of the inputs and outputs; that is,
P∗-channels allow only 3nite words to be used as opposed to P-channels. Consequently,
property P0 of P-channels is omitted here. We note that properties P2 and P3 imply
(y|y)∈  for all y∈X ∗.
We now de3ne a certain class of SID-channels—see [10] for the full class of SID-
channels. Although the formal de3nition is not required for the proofs in the present
paper, it is included here so that the reader can clearly understand how these channels
aMect messages. The main tool in the de3nition is the set of error functions. An error
function is represented by a string of basic error functions and is applied on messages
on a symbol-by-symbol basis. Consider, for instance, the message x= abab over the
alphabet {a; b} and consider a channel that would allow one substitution, one insertion
and one deletion in x. As x= abab, we see that there are four possible positions
for a substitution (the four symbols of x), 3ve possible positions for an insertion (the
3ve s), and four possible positions for a deletion. Thus, baaa is a possible output
from x by inserting a b in front of x, substituting the 3rst b of x with a, and deleting
the last b of x. This eMect can be expressed by applying the sequence of basic error
functions ib; e; e; s; e; e; e; d; e to each of the nine positions of x, respectively, where e
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is the identity function (no error at that position), ib is a function that replaces  by b
(insertion in that position), s is the function that reverses symbols, and d is a function
that replaces an alphabet symbol by  (deletion at that position). Thus, if we consider
the error function h = ibeeseeede, then
h(x) = ib()e(a)e()s(b)e()e(a)e()d(b)e() = baaa:
Generally, when x is a message of length n, an error function h can be applied on x
provided that |h|=2n+ 1.
The alphabet G of basic error functions consists of the following symbols: The
symbol d which denotes the deletion function d :X →{} such that d(a)=  for all
a∈X . For each non-empty word u, the symbol iu which denotes the insertion function
iu : {}→{u}. Symbols of the form s which denotes a substitution function s :X →X
such that s(a) = a, for all a∈X . Finally, the symbol e which denotes the identity
function e :X ∪{}→X ∪{} such that e(a)= a, for all a∈X ∪{}.
We set G! = {e}, G = {d}, G = {iu | u∈X+}, and G equal to the set of all sub-
stitution functions s from X into X . Hence, the alphabet of error function symbols
can be written as G=G! ∪G ∪G ∪G. Moreover, for every error type , the set G
consists of the basic error functions of all the error types that occur in . For example,
G =G ∪G and G =G ∪G ∪G.




G! ∪ G if i is even;
G! ∪ G ∪ G if i is odd:
We use the symbol H to denote the set of error functions. Moreover, if  is an
error type, we write H for the set H∩ (G ∪G!)∗.
The set of error functions is equipped with a product operation, ‘·’, such that (H; ·)
is a monoid whose neutral element is e. Speci3cally, if h and g are error functions
such that |h|=2n + 1, their product h · g is de3ned as the usual concatenation of
words, except at the point where the last symbol of h and the 3rst symbol of g are




h(2n) if g(0) = e;
g(0) if h(2n) = e;
iu1u2 if h(2n) = iu1 and g(0) = iu2 :
For example, (ede) · (iase)= ediase, (ede) · (ese)= edese, and (edia) · (ibse)= ediabse.
Finally we note that when h can be written as f1 · g · f2, the error function g is called
an H-factor of h.
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The function N :H→N0 is de3ned such that, for every h∈H, N(h) is the num-
ber of errors that occur in h. More formally, N(h) is the sum of
• the number of symbols d and s that occur in h, plus
• |u| for each symbol iu that occurs in h.
For example, N(eeede)= 1 and N(eeiaeedeseeiab)= 5.
Now for every positive integers m and ‘ and for every error type , the set Hm;‘()
consists of all the error functions h in H such that N(g)6m for every H-factor g
of h with |g|62‘ + 1. Finally, the expression (m; ‘) denotes the SID-channel:
{(y′|y) |y ∈ X ∗ and ∃ h; y′ = h(y); h ∈Hm;‘()}:
That is, (m; ‘) is the channel in which an input message y can result in the output
message y′ using at most m errors of type  in every ‘ consecutive symbols of y. It
can be shown that every SID-channel is a P∗-channel [9].
Example 2. Consider the word x= aaaaaaa and the SID-channel =  (2; 5) that
permits at most 2 insertions and deletions in any 5 consecutive symbols. Let y=
abaaaaab and let z= abbaaaaaba. Observe that y can be obtained from x when 
deletes x(2), inserts a b between x(0) and x(1), and inserts a b at the end of x; that is,
y= h(x) where h= eeibeedeeeeeeeeib. Hence, as h∈H2;5( ), y∈ 〈x〉. On the other
hand, to obtain z from x using a minimum number of errors, one has to insert three b’s
in the segment x(1) · · · x(5)—including the endpoints of that segment—of length 5; that
is, z= h(x) where h= eeibbeeeeeeeeeibee. Then, for the H-factor g= ibbeeeeeeeeeib of
h one has |g|=11=2 · 5 + 1 but N(g)= 3. Hence, z =∈ 〈x〉.
3. Error detection: denitions and basic results
The classical theory of error-correcting codes deals with channels that permit only
substitution errors and considers primarily uniform codes. In that context, a uniform
code K is said to be m-error-detecting if v1 ∈ 〈v2〉 implies v1 = v2, for all codewords
v1 and v2, where = (m; ‘) and ‘ is the length of the words in K—see [5] or [16]. In
this section, we extend the notion of error-detection to the case of arbitrary channels
and codes. Moreover, we also de3ne error-detection for arbitrary languages motivated
by the fact that natural languages are not coded but they possess certain error-detecting
capabilities (see [1]).
A language L is called coded if there is a code C such that L=C∗. If C1 and C2
are codes satisfying C∗1 =C
∗
2 then C1 =C2 (see [18]). Hence, if L is a coded language
there is a unique code C such that L=C∗. We write CL to denote that code.
Denition 3. Let  be a channel.
(i) A language L is error-detecting for , if
∀w1; w2 ∈ L∪{}; w1 ∈ 〈w2〉 → w1 =w2:
(ii) A code K is (; ∗)-detecting, if the coded language K∗ is error-detecting for .
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The concepts of (; ∗)-detecting code and (; ∗)-correcting code are de3ned in [9]—
a code K is (; ∗)-correcting if 〈w1〉 ∩ 〈w2〉 = ∅ implies w1 =w2, for all w1; w2 ∈K∗.
For the 3rst part of the above de3nition we note that the use of “w1; w2 ∈L∪{}”
as opposed to “w1; w2 ∈L” is justi3ed as follows. First, it should not be possible for
the channel  to return a non-empty word in L when nothing is sent to , i.e., when
the input used is . That is, w1 ∈ 〈〉 and w1 ∈L∪{} implies w1 = . Similarly, the
channel should not be capable of erasing completely a non-empty word of L. That is,
∈ 〈w2〉 and w2 ∈L∪{} implies w2 = . These observations do not eliminate from
consideration channels that insert or delete symbols. Instead, they ensure that when an
error-detecting language is used for , it is impossible that  can erase or introduce an
entire non-empty word of L.
Example 3. Every uniform code K is error-detecting for the channel = (m; ‘), pro-
vided lenK¿m. Indeed, as only insertions are permitted, x∈ 〈v〉 implies |v|6|x|;
therefore, ∈ 〈v〉 and v∈K ∪{} imply v= . On the other hand, as m¡lenK , one
has that v∈ 〈〉 and v∈K ∪{} imply v= . Now let v1 and v2 be codewords of K
such that v1 ∈ 〈v2〉. Then, |v1|¿|v2|. In particular, |v1|= |v2| if and only if no insertion
occurs in v2, if and only if v1 = v2. Hence, as K is uniform, v1 = v2. Analogously, one
can verify that every uniform code K is error detecting for (m; ‘), provided lenK¿m.
Example 4. One can verify that the code K0 = {aaa; bbb}, where a; b∈X , is error-
detecting for the channel =   (1; 3). But K0 is not (; ∗)-detecting. Indeed,
consider the messages w2 = (aaa)3 and w1 = (aaa)2 such that w1 =w2. Then, w1 ∈ 〈w2〉
by deleting appropriately three symbols from w2.
Example 5. Consider the code K1 = {v1; v2 | v1 = aabbb; v2 = abababb}, where a; b∈
X , and the channel = (1; 7). Then, 〈v1〉 = {v1; abbb; aabb} and
〈v2〉 = {v2; bababb; aababb; abbabb; abaabb; ababbb; ababab}:
Obviously, the empty word cannot be obtained from either v1 and v2 through 
and, conversely, neither of v1 and v2 can be obtained from the empty word through
. Moreover, v1 =∈ 〈v2〉 and v2 =∈ 〈v1〉. Hence, K1 is error-detecting for . Now we
claim that K1 is (; ∗)-detecting. Indeed, note 3rst that  =∈ 〈w〉 and w =∈ 〈〉 for all
w∈K+1 . Now consider two messages w1 and w2 in K+1 such that w1 ∈ 〈w2〉. Then,
w1 = [&1] and w2 = [&2] for some factorizations &1 and &2 over K1. By property P1
of the channel , there is a factorization  which is -admissible for &2 such that
[ ] =w1 = [&1] and  (i)∈ 〈&2(i)〉 for all i∈ I = I&2 . It is suQcient to show that
 = &1; then, as K1 is error-detecting for , &1(i)∈ 〈&2(i)〉 implies &1(i)= &2(i) for
all i in I&2 . So consider the word &1(0) of K1 which is a pre3x of both, [&1] and [ ].
If &1(0)= v1 then  (0)= v1 or  (0)= aabb. The second case implies  (1)= bababb
which is impossible, as two deletions would occur in &2(0)&2(1) within a segment of
length less than 7. Hence,  (0)= v1 as well. Similarly, one veri3es that if &1(0)= v2
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then  (0)= v2 as well. Hence,  (0)= &1(0) and  (1) (2) · · ·= &1(1)&1(2) · · · : The
same argument can be applied repeatedly to obtain  (i)= &1(i) for all i in I .
In many cases, the code property of (; ∗)-detection can be studied in terms of the
weaker notion of (; t)-detecting code, where t ∈N0.
Denition 4. Let  be a channel and let t ∈N0. A code K is (; t)-detecting, if
∀w1 ∈ K6t ∀w2 ∈ K∗; w1 ∈ 〈w2〉 → w1 =w2:
The following proposition describes certain relationships between the error-detecting
properties given in De3nitions 3 and 4.
Proposition 1. For every P∗-channel ; the following statements hold true:
(i) For all t ∈N0; if a code K is (; t + 1)-detecting then K is (; t)-detecting and
K is error-detecting for .
(ii) A code K is (; ∗)-detecting if and only if K is (; t)-detecting for all t ∈N0.
(iii) For all t ∈N0; there exists an SID-channel  and a code K such that K is
(; t)-detecting but K is not (; t + 1)-detecting.
Proof. (i) Consider a code K which is (; t+1)-detecting and the messages w1 ∈K6t
and w2 ∈K∗ such that w1 ∈ 〈w2〉. Let v∈K . By property P2 of the channel , one has
w1v∈ 〈w2v〉. As w1v∈K6t+1 and w2v∈K∗, it follows that w1v=w2v. Hence, w1 =w2
and K is (; t)-detecting. Moreover, it is easy to see that K is error-detecting for .
(ii) The statement follows easily from the de3nitions.
(iii) For each t in N0 consider the SID-channel = (t)= (1; t + 2) and the code
K =K(t)= {at+2}, where a∈X . First we show that K is (; t)-detecting and then that
K is not (; t + 1)-detecting.
Let w1 ∈Km and w2 ∈Kn such that w1 ∈ 〈w2〉 and m; n∈N0 with m6t. As only
deletions are permitted, |w1|6|w2|. If |w1|= |w2| then w1 =w2 as required. On the
other hand, we show that the assumption |w1|¡|w2| leads to a contradiction. Indeed,
as |K |=1, this assumption implies m+16n. Now as w2 consists of n codewords each
of length t+2, at most one symbol can be deleted in each codeword and, therefore, at
most n deletions can occur in w2. Hence, |w1|¿|w2|−n which together with m+16n
imply
m(t + 2)¿ n(t + 2)− n ⇒ n6 m(t + 2)
t + 1
⇒ m+ 16 m(t + 2)
t + 1
⇒ t + 16 m:
The last inequality, however, contradicts m6t.
Now we show that K is not (; t + 1)-detecting. Let w1 = (at+2)t+1 ∈K6t+1 and
w2 = (at+2)t+2 ∈K∗. Clearly w1 =w2. On the other hand, one has that w1 ∈ 〈w2〉 by
deleting appropriately one a in every t + 2 consecutive symbols of w2.
The following result poses a certain restriction on the words of (; ∗)-detecting codes
for SID-channels that involve insertions or deletions, and gives a certain bound on the
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number of insertion=deletion errors that a regular language can detect. The symbol
syn L denotes the syntactic monoid of the language L. It is well-known that a language
L is regular if and only if syn L is 3nite (see [17]).
Theorem 1. Let m; ‘∈N; let  be an error type that contains the deletion or insertion
type; and let = (m; ‘). Then; the following statements hold true:
(i) If a code K is (; ∗)-detecting then xn =∈K for all x∈X6m and for all n∈N.
(ii) If a regular language L; other than ∅ and {}; is error-detecting for  then
m¡|syn L|.
Proof. (i) Assume  contains  and suppose there are n∈N and x∈X6m ∩X+ such
that xn ∈K . Then, xn(n−1)‘ and xn(n‘) are diMerent messages in K∗. As |xn‘|¿‘, the
channel can delete x in each of the n factors xn‘ of xn(n‘). Hence, xn(n−1)‘ ∈ 〈xn(n‘)〉
and, therefore, K is not (; ∗)-detecting. The case of  containing  is similar.
(ii) Assume L is regular, with L =∈{∅; {}}, and suppose m¿|syn L|. Let w∈L\{}.
If |w|¡|syn L| the channel can erase or introduce w depending on whether  or  occurs
in . Hence, L is not error-detecting for . Now if |w|¿|syn L|, a pumping lemma of
the regular languages (see [19]) implies that there are words x; y; z such that w= xyz,
16|y|6|syn L|, and xynz ∈L for all n in N0. As xyz and xz are in L the channel can
transform one of these words to the other; therefore, L is not error-detecting for .
4. Error detection with nite delay
Although error-detection is a basic property of a communications language, the pro-
cess of decoding a message of such a language might require unbounded memory.
This is because the decoder needs to see the entire message in order to decide whether
it is correct. Moreover, the message is either accepted or rejected in its entirety. On
the other hand, it is possible to de3ne language and automaton (or transducer) prop-
erties that allow one to decode a message, possibly partially, using bounded memory
[12, 6, 2–4]. This section introduces the code property of error-detection with 3nite de-
lay which ensures that, as long as a suQcient number of consecutive codewords is
received, the process of decoding those codewords can begin before receiving the rest
of the message. On the other hand, the decoder can signal an error if it receives a part
of the message which is not the concatenation of a suQcient number of codewords.
In this case, the decoding process gets suspended and what follows depends on the
communication protocol—usually involving retransmission techniques.
Denition 5. Let  be a channel.
(i) A code K is said to have 7nite (,*)-detection delay, if there is a non-negative
integer d such that
∀v ∈ K; ∀z ∈ KdX ∗; ∀w ∈ K∗;
vz ∈ 〈w〉 → ∃u ∈ K∗; w= vu and z ∈ 〈u〉:
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In this case, we say that K has (; ∗)-detection delay d.
(ii) A coded language L is error-detecting for  with 7nite delay, if it is error-detecting
for  and the code CL has 3nite (; ∗)-detection delay. In this case, if CL has (; ∗)-
detection delay d, for some d∈N0, we say that L is error-detecting for  with
delay d.
The property of 3nite (; ∗)-detection delay is analogous to the code property of
3nite decoding delay for error-free channels (see [2] where the term 3nite deciphering
delay is used, or [3] where the term bounded deciphering delay is used). Speci3cally,
a language K is said to have 3nite decoding delay d if
∀v; v′ ∈ K; ∀ z ∈ KdX ∗; vz ∈ v′K∗ → v = v′:
Remark 1. Let  be a P∗-channel, let d∈N0, and let K be a code that has (; ∗)-
detection delay d. Then, the following statements hold true:
(i) The code K has (; ∗)-detection delay d+ 1.
(ii) The code K has 3nite decoding delay d.
Lemma 1. Let K be a code; let  be a channel; and let d∈N0. If K has (; ∗)-
detection delay d then the following property; Qd (n; K); holds for all n∈N0:
∀v ∈ Kn; ∀z ∈ KdX ∗; ∀w ∈ K∗;
vz ∈ 〈w〉 → ∃u ∈ K∗; w = vu and z ∈ 〈u〉:
Proof. Assume that K has (; ∗)-detection delay d. We use induction on n∈N0. First,
it is easy to see that Qd (0; K) holds. Now assume Q
d
 (n; K) holds for some n¿0.
We show that Qd (n + 1; K) holds too. Let v∈Kn+1, z ∈KdX ∗, and w∈K∗ such that
vz ∈ 〈w〉. Then, v= v1v2 for some words v1 ∈K and v2 ∈Kn. Moreover, as v2z ∈KdX ∗
and K has (; ∗)-detection delay d, there is u′ ∈K∗ such that w= v1u′ and v2z ∈ 〈u′〉.
Then, Qd (n; K) implies the existence of a message u∈K∗ such that u′= v2u and
z ∈ 〈u〉. Thus, we have shown that w= v1u′= vu and z ∈ 〈u〉, for some u∈K∗, which
implies that Qd (n+ 1; K) holds.
Example 6. The code K1 of Example 5 has (; ∗)-detection delay 0. This follows from
the fact (shown in Example 5) that when a received message starts with a codeword v
in K1 then this codeword is correctly transmitted. Then, as a consequence of Q0 (3; K1),
if v1v2v1aababb is a pre7x of the received message, the words v1; v2; v1 can be decoded
correctly and an error is detected when aababb is encountered.
In [2], it is shown that if a language K has 3nite decoding delay then K is a code.
Motivated by this statement, we consider next the question of whether a code with
3nite (; ∗)-detection delay is (; ∗)-detecting.
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Theorem 2. Let  be a P∗-channel; let d∈N0; and let K be a code with (; ∗)-detection
delay d. Then; the following statements hold true:
(i) The code K is (; ∗)-detecting if and only if it is (; d)-detecting.
(ii) If |K |¿1 then K is (; ∗)-detecting.
Proof. (i) The ‘only if’ part follows immediately from Proposition 1(ii). For the ‘if ’
part, assume K is (; d)-detecting and consider messages w1; w2 ∈K∗ with w1 ∈ 〈w2〉.
There is m∈N0 such that w1 = v1 · · · vm and each vi is in K . If m6d then w2 =w1 as
required. Now assume that m= n+d for some n¿0. As w1 ∈KnKdX ∗ and w1 ∈ 〈w2〉,
property Qd (n; K) of Lemma 1 implies w2 = v1 · · · vnu and vn+1 · · · vn+d ∈ 〈u〉 for some
message u∈K∗. On the other hand, vn+1 · · · vn+d ∈K6d implies u= vn+1 · · · vn+d.
Hence, w2 =w1 as required.
(ii) Assume |K |¿1. By the 3rst part, it is suQcient to show that K is (; d)-detecting.
Let v∈K6d and w∈K∗ such that v∈ 〈w〉. Then, v= [’] and w= [ ] for some fac-




K\{ (|’|)} if | | ¿ |’|;
K\{’(| |)} if |’| ¿ | |;
K if |’| = | |:
As v∈ 〈w〉, P2 implies vxd ∈ 〈wxd〉. As K has (; ∗)-detection delay d, there is u∈K∗
such that wxd = vu and xd ∈ 〈u〉. Hence, [’]u= [ ]xd. If |’|= | | then, as K is a code;
’=  and, therefore, w= v as required. If |’|¿| | then d¿0 and ’(| |)= x which
contradicts x∈K\{’(| |)}. Finally, if | |¿|’| then u∈  (|’|)K∗. As xd ∈ 〈u〉, one
has xd+1 ∈ 〈ux〉. But, as K has (; ∗)-detection delay d, ux∈ xK∗ which contradicts
x∈K\{ (|’|)}. Hence, K is (; d)-detecting.
We note that the second statement of Theorem 2 is not true in general if |K |=1. For
example, consider the alphabet X = {a; b} and the channel = {(a|a); (|a); (b|b)}∗,
where the concatenation between two pairs of words is de3ned naturally: (y′1|y1)
(y′2|y2)= (y′1y′2|y1y2). Then,  is a P∗-channel and, as ∈ 〈a〉, the code {a} is not
(; ∗)-detecting. On the other hand, {a} has (; ∗)-detection delay 0.
The following lemma gives an expression for the maximum number of deletion
errors that can occur when a word w is communicated through an SID-channel (m; ‘)
that permits deletions.
Lemma 2. Let m; ‘∈N with ‘¿m and let Dm;‘ :N0→N0 be such that; for all
n∈N0; Dm;‘(n)= n=‘m + min(m; r‘(n)) where r‘(n) is the remainder of the integer
division n=‘. Let  be an error type that contains the deletion type and let = (m; ‘).
For every word w the following statements hold true:
(i) If z ∈ 〈w〉 then |w| − |z|6Dm;‘(|w|).
(ii) For every non-negative integer k; k6Dm;‘(|w|) if and only if 〈w〉 ∩X |w|−k = ∅.
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Proof. Let n= |w| and let q= n=‘. Then w=w1 · · ·wqs for some words wi ∈X ‘ and
s∈X r‘(n).
(i) If z ∈ 〈w1 · · ·wqs〉, property P1 implies that z=w′1 · · ·w′qs′ for some words w′i ; s′
with w′i ∈ 〈wi〉 and s′ ∈ 〈s〉. As the channel  permits at most m deletions in a word
of length ‘ or less, it follows that |wi| − |w′i |6m and |s| − |s′|6min(m; r‘(n)). Hence,
|w| − |z|6mq+min(m; r‘(n)).
(ii) The ‘if’ part follows easily from the 3rst statement of the lemma. For the ‘only
if’ part, let k be a non-negative integer not exceeding Dm;‘(n) and let p= k=m.
Then, mp + rm(k)6qm + min(m; r‘(n)). If p6q then, for y=wp+1 · · ·wqs, one has
rm(k)6|y| and a word z can be obtained by deleting in w the 3rst m symbols of every
wj, for j=1; : : : ; p, and the 3rst rm(k) symbols of y. Hence, as k =mp + rm(k), one
has z ∈ 〈w〉 ∩X n−k . If p¿q then p= q + 1; rm(k)= 0, and r‘(n)¿m. In this case,
s∈XmX ∗ and a word z can be obtained by deleting in w the 3rst m symbols of every
wi, for i=1; : : : ; q, and the 3rst m symbols of s. Hence, as k =(q + 1)m, one has
z ∈ 〈w〉 ∩X n−k .
Next it is shown that if an SID-channel permits insertions then there is no coded
language which is error-detecting for that channel with delay 0.
Theorem 3. Let m; ‘∈N; let  be an error type; and let L be a coded language which
is error-detecting for (m; ‘) with delay 0. Then; the following statements hold true:
(i) The insertion type is not contained in .
(ii) If ‘¿2m and  contains the deletion type then vX ∗v∩L= ∅ for all v∈X+ with
|v|6m.
Proof. (i) Assume L is error-detecting for  with delay 0, where = (m; ‘), but sup-
pose that  contains the insertion type. Theorem 1(i) implies that the alphabet, X , of L
contains at least two symbols and that no symbol of X is in L. Let w be any word in
CL. Then w= axb for some a; b∈X and x∈X ∗. Let c be any symbol in X \{b} and
let n= |axb|. As the length of the word (axb)1+‘ is n(1+ ‘); (axb)1+‘ =y1b1 · · ·ynbn
where bi ∈X; yi ∈X ‘ and bn = b. As (m; ‘) permits insertions, one has
(axbmb)(y1cmb1) · · · (yncmbn) ∈ 〈axb(axb)1+‘〉:
As L is error-detecting for  with delay 0, one has z ∈ 〈(axb)1+‘〉, where z is the
word bmy1cmb1 · · ·yncmbn. In obtaining z from y1b1 · · ·ynbn via , consider for ev-
ery i=1; : : : ; n the number ki of inserted symbols in yibi to the left of bi, and
the number kn+1 of inserted symbols at the end of y1b1 · · ·ynbn. Then, 06kj6m
for all j=1; : : : ; n + 1. On the other hand, as |z|= |(axb)1+‘| + (n + 1)m, one has
k1 + · · · + kn+1¿(n + 1)m (with equality when no deletion errors occur); therefore,
kn+1 =m. This implies that the last m symbols of z, namely cm−1bn, are inserted and
the preceding symbol, namely c, is the last symbol of (axb)1+‘. Hence, c= b which
is a contradiction.
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(ii) Assume that the language L is a error-detecting for  with delay 0, where
= (m; ‘), but suppose there is a word w in L such that w= vxv for some words x and
v with 16|v|6m. Then, w∈C+L . Let n= |w| and let k = |v|. Then w‘ =y1v1 · · ·ynvn
for some words y1; : : : ; yn ∈X ‘−m and v1; : : : ; vn ∈Xm. As |y1|¿k and y1 is a pre3x
of w‘, there are words u∈Xm−k and x1 ∈X ‘−2m such that y1 = vux1. Moreover, as
|v1|=m, there are words u1 ∈Xm−k and u2 ∈X k such that v1 = u1u2. Hence,
w1+‘ = (vxv)(vux1u1u2)y2v2 · · ·ynvn:
Now consider the word z= vxvx1u1y2 · · ·yn which can be obtained by deleting in w1+‘
the suQx v of the 3rst w and the words u; u2; v2; : : : ; vn. Then, z ∈ 〈w1+‘〉 and Lemma 1
implies y∈ 〈w‘〉, where y= x1u1y2 · · ·yn. By Lemma 2, one has
|w‘| − |y|6 Dm;‘(|w‘|)
⇒ n‘ − (‘ − 2m+ m− k + (n− 1)(‘ − m))6 mn ⇒ k 6 0
which is a contradiction. Hence, vX ∗v∩L= ∅.
5. Error-detecting languages and codes for SID channels
In this section we consider certain error-detecting capabilities of some known classes
of codes. There are cases where, due to the characteristics of the codes used, (; 1)-
detection is suQcient to ensure (; ∗)-detection. On the other hand, for some classes
of codes, (; 1)-detection is provided for free. Moreover, in this section, we provide a
construction of a maximal error-detecting language for the channel (m; ‘) and give
an example of a uniform coded language which is error-detecting for (m; ‘) and
(m; ‘) with 3nite delay. The 3rst result concerns the channel (m; ‘) that involves only
substitution errors. This result justi3es the use of uniform codes for such channels.
Proposition 2. Let m; ‘∈N; let K be a uniform code; and let  be the channel (m; ‘).
Then; K is (; ∗)-detecting if and only if it is (; 1)-detecting.
Proof. The ‘only if’ part follows immediately from Proposition 1(ii). Now assume
that K is a uniform code of length n∈N and that K is (; 1)-detecting. Let w1; w2
be messages in K∗ such that w1 ∈ 〈w2〉. Then, there are factorizations &1; &2 over K
such that [&1]=w1 and [&2]=w2. Property P1 implies that there is a factorization  
which is -admissible for &2 such that w1 = [ ] and  (i)∈ 〈&2(i)〉 for all i∈ I = I&2 .
As  permits only substitutions, one has | (i)|= n for all i∈ I&2 . Hence, |[ ]|= n|&2|.
On the other hand, |w1|= n|&1|; therefore, |&1|= |&2|= | | which implies  = &1. Now
as &1(i)∈ 〈&2(i)〉 and K is (; 1)-detecting; it follows that &1(i)= &2(i) for all i∈ I&1 .
Hence, w1 =w2.
A similar statement follows about 3nite solid codes for the channel   (1; ‘).
A language K is a solid code, if it is an in3x and overlap-free language; that is,
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K ∩ (X ∗KX+ ∪X+KX ∗)= ∅ and, for all u; v∈X+ and x∈X ∗; vx; xu∈K implies
x= . Some interesting decoding capabilities of solid codes are discussed in [9]. Recent
results on solid codes can be found in [7] and [11].
The proof of the following result is based on a special property of the assumed type
of solid codes. Let K be a code and let  be a P∗-channel. A factorization  is said to
be (; K)-corrupted, if it is -admissible for some factorization & over K and & =  .
Thus, [ ]∈ 〈[&]〉 and there is at least one factor  (i) of  which is not equal to its
corresponding factor &(i)∈K . The property we need is as follows:
P(; K): If  is a (; K)-corrupted factorization then [ ] =∈K∗.
One can verify that every code satisfying P(; K) must be a (; ∗)-detecting code.
Theorem 4. Let ‘∈N; let  be the channel   (1; ‘); and let K be a 7nite solid
code with maxlenK6‘. Then; K is (; ∗)-detecting if and only if it is (; 1)-detecting.
Proof. The ‘only if’ part follows immediately from Proposition 1(ii). Now assume
that K is (; 1)-detecting. We show that P(; K) holds. Let & be a factorization over
K and let  be -admissible for & such that  = &. Then, |&|= | |¿0. Now sup-
pose that [ ]∈K∗; that is, [ ] = [0] for some factorization 0 over K . If |0|=0 then
[0] = ∈ 〈[&]〉 which contradicts the fact that K is (; 1)-detecting. Hence, |0|¿0.
Let k = |&|= | | and m= |0|. Then, [ ] =  (0) · · ·  (k − 1)= 0(0) · · · 0(m− 1). As
& =  , there is a minimum p∈ I& such that &(p) =  (p). Then, [ ] = &(0) · · · &(p −
1) (p) · · ·  (k − 1) and, as K is a pre3x code, &(i)= 0(i) for all i¡p. Hence,





xjyj if &(j) = xjajyj with aj ∈ X deleted;
xjajyj if &(j) = xjyj with aj ∈ X inserted; or
&(j) = xjbjyj with bj ∈ X substituted with aj ∈ X ;
&(j) if no error occurs:
Of course, when j=p;  (j) = &(j). For the lengths of 0(p) and  (p) we distinguish
three cases which all lead to contradictions due to the fact that K is a (; 1)-detecting
solid code.
First, assume |0(p)|¿| (p)|. Then, 0(p)=  (p) · · ·  (r)w where p6r and w is
either equal to  (r + 1) or to a non-empty proper pre3x of  (r + 1). The former
case implies 0(p)∈ 〈K2K∗〉 ∩K which is impossible. Hence, 0¡|w|¡| (r + 1)| and
 (r + 1)=ws with s∈X+. The case  (r + 1)= &(r + 1) is not possible, as otherwise
w would be a proper suQx of 0(p) and a proper pre3x of &(r + 1). Thus,  (r + 1)
is of the form xr+1yr+1 or xr+1ar+1yr+1. If |w|6|xr+1| the overlap-freeness of K is
violated again. Hence, ws= xr+1yr+1 or ws= xr+1ar+1yr+1, and |w|¿|xr+1|. It follows
then that 0(p+ 1) either is contained in yr+1 or it starts with a proper suQx of yr+1
which is a contradiction.
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Now assume |0(p)|¡| (p)|. Then,  (p)= 0(p)s where s∈X+ and m¿p. As K is
an in3x code, it must be |0(p)|¿|xp| and, therefore, |s|6|yp|. Then, however, 0(p+1)
is either contained in yp or it starts with a suQx of yp. Finally, the case |0(p)|= | (p)|
is also impossible, as it violates the fact that K is (; 1)-detecting.
Example 7. The code K1 of Example 5 is a (; 1)-detecting solid code, where = 
 (1; 7). Hence, Theorem 4 implies that K1 is (; ∗)-detecting as well.
Let us consider now certain classes of shuKe codes, as they provide error-detecting
capabilities for SID-channels that involve either insertions or deletions. A language K is
a pre7x-shu8e code of index n∈N, if x0 · · · xn−1 ∈K and x0y0 · · · xn−1yn−1 ∈K imply
y0 = · · · =yn−1 = , for all words xi and yi in X ∗. Let PSn be the class of pre3x-shuKe
codes of index n. Then, PSn+1⊆PSn for all n∈N. The class OSn of out7x-shu8e
codes of index n is de3ned analogously: x0 · · · xn ∈K and x0y0 · · · xn−1yn−1xn ∈K imply
y0 = · · · =yn−1 = . Again, one has OSn+1⊆OSn for all n∈N. We refer the reader
to [9] for further results on shuKe codes.
Proposition 3. Let m; ‘∈N with m¡‘; and let K be a code with minlenK¿m and
maxlenK6‘.
(i) If K is out7x-shu8e of index m then it is error-detecting for (m; ‘) and for
(m; ‘).
(ii) If K is pre7x-shu8e of index m + 1 then it is (; 1)-detecting; where =
(m; ‘).
Proof. (i) Let = (m; ‘). As minlenK¿m,  =∈ 〈K〉. As  permits only deletions,
〈〉 ∩K = ∅. Moreover, if x∈K and z ∈ 〈x〉 there is k ∈N0 with k6m such that
x= x0a0 · · · xk−1ak−1xk and z= x0 · · · xk−1xk , where a0; : : : ; ak−1 ∈X are the deleted
symbols and x0; : : : ; xk ∈X ∗. From this observation and the fact OSm⊆OSk for k6m,
it follows that if K is out3x-shuKe of index m then it is error-detecting for (m; ‘).
Using a similar argument, one can show that K is also error-detecting for (m; ‘).
(ii) Let K be pre3x-shuKe of index m + 1 and let w1 ∈K ∪{} and w2 ∈K∗
such that w1 ∈ 〈w2〉. As minlenK¿m and  permits at most m insertions in any
‘ or less consecutive symbols of w2, it follows that when one of w1 and w2 is
empty they must both be empty. Now assume w1 ∈K and w2 ∈Kn for some n in
N. Then, w2 = [&] and w1 = [ ], where & is a factorization over K of length n and
 is -admissible for &. We show that w1 = &(0). As  (0)∈ 〈&(0)〉 and |&(0)|6‘,
at most m insertions can occur in &(0). More speci3cally, let k be the number of
insertions in &(0) and let a0; : : : ; ak−1 ∈X be the symbols inserted. Then, 06k6m
and,  (0)= x0a0 · · · xk−1ak−1xk and &(0)= x0 · · · xk−1xk for some words x0; : : : ; xk−1; xk .
Now [ ] =  (0)s and s∈ 〈&(1) · · · &(n− 1)〉, for some s in X ∗. Hence, w1 = x0a0 · · ·
xk−1ak−1xks. As K is pre3x-shuKe of index m+1, it is also pre3x-shuKe of index k+1
and, therefore, w1 = &(0) which implies k =0 and s= . Moreover, &(1) · · · &(n−1)= 
implies n=1 and w2 = &(0). Hence, w1 =w2 as required.
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We note that a code satisfying the premises of Proposition 3 is not necessarily
(; ∗)-detecting. For example, the code K0 of Example 4 is pre3x-shuKe of index 2
and (; 1)-detecting, where = (1; 3). But K0 is not (; ∗)-detecting.
In the rest of the section we give an example of a uniform coded language M
which is error-detecting for (m; ‘) and for (m; ‘) with 3nite delay, and construct an
in3nite non-coded language L which is maximal error-detecting for (m; ‘) and whose
redundancy is asymptotically optimal. For the language M we follow the approach of
separator words used in [13] for constructing uniform codes which are error-correcting
with 3nite delay in the presence of certain SID-channel errors. Moreover, we consider
the problem of estimating the redundancy imposed by the error-detecting capabilities
of M and L. Normally, the redundancy of a 3nitely coded language is expressed in
terms of the size and the average word length of the code that generates the language.
As the language L is not coded, however, we consider the redundancies of the in3nite
languages M and L as follows (see [14, 9]): Let W = {wn | n∈N0} be an in3nite
language such that |wn|6|wn+1| for all n∈N0. Then, the redundancy of W is the
function de3ned by %W (n)= |wn| − logr n − 1 for all n∈N0, where r is the size
of the alphabet X . Intuitively, assuming an unbounded number of possible objects (or
messages), %W (n) gives the number of extra alphabet symbols required to represent the
object n using the word wn as opposed to using the r-ary representation of the number
n. Usually, as n→∞, one gives asymptotic estimates for %W (n). For two functions
f(n) and g(n) we say that
• f(n) is asymptotically upper-bounded by g(n), if lim sup(f(n)=g(n))61.
• f(n) is asymptotically lower-bounded by g(n), if lim inf (f(n)=g(n))¿1.
• f(n) is asymptotically equal to g(n), if f(n) is asymptotically upper- and lower-
bounded by g(n); or equivalently, if lim(f(n)=g(n))= 1.
• f(n) is strictly asymptotically upper-bounded by g(n), if lim sup(f(n)=g(n))¡1. In
this case, f(n) is asymptotically upper-bounded by g(n), but it is not asymptotically
equal to g(n).
We also note that, in estimating the redundancy of an in3nite language W , the following
fact is useful
∀n ∈ N0; NW (|wn| − 1)6 n¡NW (|wn|); (1)
where NW :N0→N0 is the cumulative density function of W such that NW (k) is the
number of words in W whose length is at most k.
Lemma 3. For every languages L and L′; if the redundancy of L′ is strictly asymp-
totically upper-bounded by the redundancy of L then the set {t ∈N0 |NL′(t)6NL(t)}
is 7nite.
Proof. Assume that the languages L and L′ satisfy the premise, but suppose there is a
subsequence {tk}k∈N 0 of N0 such that NL′(tk)6NL(tk) for all k. Let L= {wn | n∈N0}
and L′= {w′n | n∈N0} such that |wn|6|wn+1| and |w′n|6|w′n+1| for all n. Let f(n)=
%L′(n)=%L(n), for all n, and let s= lim supf(n) with s¡1. First we show that the set
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{n∈N0 |f(n)¿1} is in3nite. For each k, let nk = max{n | |wn|6tk}. Then, |wnk+1|¿tk
and NL(tk)= 1 + nk . Moreover, NL′(tk)¡nk which implies NL′(tk)¡NL′(|w′nk |)
using (1). As NL′ is monotonically increasing, one has tk6|w′nk |. Hence, |wnk |6|w′nk |
for all k which implies that {n∈N0 |f(n)¿1} is in3nite.
By the assumption about s, the set {n∈N0 |f(n)¿s + !} is 3nite, for all !¿0.
On the other hand, {n∈N0 |f(n)¿1− !} is in3nite, for all !¿0, and a contradiction
arises when one considers !=(1− s)=2.
Lemma 4. Let p; s∈X ∗ and let k ∈N. The redundancy of the language (pX ks)∗ is
asymptotically equal to |ps|=k logr n; where n→∞ and r= |X |.
Proof. Let L=(pX ks)∗, let m= |ps|, and let ‘ be a non-negative integer. As the




q= ‘=(m+ k). Hence, NL(‘)= (rk(q+1)− 1)=(rk − 1). Now assume L= {wn | n∈N0}
with |wn|6|wn+1| for all n∈N0. Then, NL(|wn| − 1)6n and n¡NL(|wn|). The 3rst
inequality implies
rk(q+1) − 1




k − 1) + 1)− 1;
where q= (|wn| − 1)=(m + k). It follows then that |wn|¡(m + k)=k logr n + 62 for
some real constant 62. Similarly, one can verify that the second inequality implies
|wn|¿(m+ k)=k logr n+ 61 for some real constant 61. Hence, the redundancy of L is
asymptotically equal to |wn| − logr n=(m=k) logr n.
Proposition 4. Let m; ‘∈N with ‘¿2m + 1; let a; b∈X with a = b; and let M =
(amX ‘−2m−1b)∗. Then; the following statements hold true:
(i) The language M is error-detecting for (m; ‘) with delay 0.
(ii) The language M is error-detecting for (m; ‘) with delay 1.
(iii) The redundancy of M is asymptotically equal to (m + 1)=(‘ − 2m − 1) logr n;
where n→∞ and r is the size of the alphabet X .
Proof. (i) Let = (m; ‘), let w∈M and assume amxbz ∈ 〈w〉 for some x∈X ‘−2m−1
and z ∈X ∗. Then w= [’] for some factorization ’ over CM = amX ‘−2m−1b. By P1,
there is a factorization ’′ of amxbz which is -admissible for ’. First we show that
’(0) =’′(0) is impossible. Indeed, this implies that ’′(0) can be obtained from ’(0)
using exactly d deletions, where d= |’(0)|−|’′(0)|¿0. Moreover, in this case, |’|¿2.
As |’(0)am|= ‘, the number of deletions in the pre3x am of ’(1) is at most m − d
which implies that ’′(0)ad is a pre3x of amx1z. There is a contradiction, however,
when we note that |’′(0)ad|= |amxb| and a = b. Hence, ’(0)=’′(0) which implies
[’] = amxbu and z ∈ 〈u〉, where u=’(1) · · ·’(|’| − 1).
(ii) Let = (m; ‘), let w∈M and assume amx1bamx2by∈ 〈w〉 for some x1; x2 ∈
X ‘−2m−1 and y∈X ∗. Then w= [’] for some factorization ’ over CM = amX ‘−2m−1b.
Let z= amx1bamx2by and let n be the number of insertions to the left of the suQx b
of ’(0). Then, z ∈X ‘−m−1+nbX ∗. If n¿1 then, as n6m, z ∈ amx1banX ∗ which im-
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plies z ∈ X ‘−m+n−1aX ∗ ∩X ‘−m−1+nbX ∗; a contradiction. Hence, n=0 and, therefore,
[’] = amx1bu and amx2by∈ 〈u〉, where u=’(1) · · ·’(|’| − 1).
(iii) The statement follows from Lemma 4.
Theorem 5. Let m; ‘∈N with ‘¿m and let L= ⋃∞k=0 X hk ; where h0 = 0 and hk+1 = hk
+ 1 + m+ mhk=(‘ − m). Then; the following statements hold true:
(i) The language L is maximal error-detecting for (m; ‘).
(ii) The redundancy of L is asymptotically upper-bounded by m=(‘−m) logr n; where
n→∞ and r is the size of the alphabet X .
(iii) There exists no language L′ which is error-detecting for (m; ‘) and whose
redundancy is strictly asymptotically upper-bounded by the redundancy of L.
(iv) The language L is context-sensitive but not context-free.
The sequence {hk}k∈N 0 has the property that hk+1 is the length of a shortest word
which cannot result in a word of length hk using the maximum number of deletions
Dm;‘(hk+1).
Lemma 5. For all m; ‘∈N with ‘¿m; the following statements hold true:
(i) There is a real constant 6 such that for all k ∈N0; (‘ − m)=‘hk+1 + 6¡hk .
(ii) For the function g :N0→N0 de7ned by g(t)= t+1+m+mt=(‘−m); one has
g(t)= min{n∈N0 | n−Dm;‘(n)¿t} and g(t)−Dm;‘(g(t))= t+1 for all t ∈N0;
where Dm;‘(n) is the function de7ned in Lemma 2.
(iii) For all k ∈N0; hk+1 = min{n∈N0 | n− Dm;‘(n)¿hk}.
(iv) For every n∈N0; there is a mapping f : S→X n; where S =X n−Dm; ‘(n) ∪ · · · ∪X n;
that satis7es the following properties; for all u; u′ ∈ S and for = (m; ‘): (a)
u∈X n implies f(u)= u; (b) u∈ 〈f(u)〉; (c) |u|= |u′| and f(u)=f(u′) imply
u= u′; and (d) |u|¡|u′| and f(u)=f(u′) imply u∈ 〈u′〉.
Proof. For the 3rst statement, we note that x6x for all reals x and, therefore,
hk+16hk + 1 + m + m=(‘ − m)hk . For the second statement, let t ∈N0, and let q
and r be the unique non-negative integers with t= q(‘ − m) + r and 06r¡‘ −
m. For n= g(t) − 1, one has that n= q‘ + m + r and Dm;‘(n)= qm + m. Then,
n¿Dm;‘(n)+t implies qm+m¿qm+m which is a contradiction. On the other hand, for
n= g(t), one veri3es that Dm;‘(n)= qm+m; therefore, n¿Dm;‘(n)+t holds true. Hence,
g(t)= min{n∈N0 | n−Dm;‘(n)¿t}. Now, as g(t+1) is the smallest non-negative inte-
ger for which g(t+1)−Dm;‘(g(t+1))¿t+1 and g is strictly monotonically increasing,
it follows that g(t)− Dm;‘(g(t))6t + 1. On the other hand, g(t)− Dm;‘(g(t))¿t + 1.
The third statement follows immediately from the previous one.
For the last statement, we note 3rst that every word u∈ S can be written in the
form u1 · · · uqs, where q= |u|=(‘ − m), ui ∈X ‘−m, and s∈X ∗ with |s|¡‘ − m. The
function f will insert n− |u| symbols in u as follows:
f(u) = amu1 · · · amupatup+1 · · · uqs;
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such that a∈X; p= (n− |u|)=m, and n− |u|=pm+ t with 06t¡m. As |amuj|= ‘
for all j=1; : : : ; p, it follows that u∈ 〈f(u)〉. If n= |u| then p= t=0 and f(u)= u
as required. The function f is well-de3ned if we prove n − |u|6qm + m. This is
shown as follows: As |u|¿n − Dm;‘(n), the second statement of the lemma implies
g(|u|)¿n⇒ 1 + m+ mq¿n− |u|, as required.
Now consider u; u′ ∈ S with f(u)=f(u′). Then,
f(u) = amu1 · · · amupatup+1 · · · uqs
and
f(u′) = amu′1 · · · amu′p′at
′
u′p′+1 · · · u′q′s′:
If |u|= |u′| then q= q′ and, as n− |u|= n− |u′|, it follows that p=p′ and t= t′ and,
therefore, u= u′ as required. On the other hand, if |u|¡|u′| then pm + t¿p′m + t′
which implies that either p¿p′, or p=p′ and t¿t′. If p¿p′ one has





up′+1am · · · amupatup+1 · · · uqs = u′p′+1 · · · u′q′s′:
Then, uj = u′j for all j=1; : : : ; p
′ and u′= u1 · · · up′am−t′up′+1am · · · amupatup+1 · · · uqs
which implies u∈ 〈u′〉 as required. Finally, the case where p=p′ and t¿t′ can be
shown similarly.
Proof of Theorem 5. (i) Suppose w1; w2 ∈L and w1 ∈ 〈w2〉, where = (m; ‘). We
want to show w1 =w2. As  permits only deletions, it follows that |w1|6|w2| and that
|w1|= |w2| implies w1 =w2. First assume |w1|¡|w2| and |w2|= hk for some k ∈N.
By Lemma 2 |w1|¿hk −Dm;‘(hk) which implies hk−1¡|w1|¡hk using Lemma 5(iii).
This in turn implies w1 =∈L which is a contradiction. Hence, |w1|= |w2| and, therefore,
w1 =w2. Thus, L is error-detecting for . Now suppose there is a word w in X ∗\L
such that L∪{w} is error-detecting for . Let n= |w|. If n6m then ∈ 〈w〉 and,
therefore, w=  which is impossible. Hence, there is k ∈N such that hk¡n¡hk+1. By
Lemma 5(iii), n¡hk+1 implies n − Dm;‘(n)6hk . By Lemma 2, there is z ∈X hk with
z ∈ 〈w〉. But, as L∪{w} is error-detecting for , w= z ∈L; a contradiction. Hence, L
is maximal error-detecting for .
(ii) Assume that L= {wi | i∈N0} such that |wi|6|wi+1| for all i∈N0. Let n∈N0




hi . As rhk6NL(sn), one has hk6 logr n. Then, using Lemma
5(i) and sn¡hk+1, it follows that (‘−m)=‘sn+6¡ logr n and, therefore, the redundancy
of L is asymptotically upper-bounded by ‘=(‘ − m) logr n− logr n=m=(‘ − m) logr n.
(iii) Assume that there is a language L′ whose redundancy is strictly asymptotically
upper-bounded by the redundancy of L. Then, the set {n∈N0 |NL′(n)6NL(n)} is 3nite
by Lemma 3. We obtain a contradiction by showing that NL′(hk)6NL(hk) for all
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k ∈N0. For each k ∈N0, let Mk =L′ ∩ S with M0 =L′ ∩X 0, where S =X 1+hk−1 ∪ · · · ∪
X hk . By the de3nition of hk and Lemma 5(ii), one has hk = g(hk−1) and hk−Dm;‘(hk)=
1 + hk−1. Hence, there is a function f : S→X hk as de3ned in Lemma 5(iv). Let
fk :Mk →X hk be the restriction of f on Mk . We show that fk is injective. Let u; u′ ∈Mk
with fk(u)=fk(u′) and assume |u|6|u′|. If |u|= |u′| then u= u′ as required. If |u|¡|u′|
then u∈ 〈u′〉 which is a contradiction as L′ is error-detecting for = (m; ‘). Hence,
fk is injective and this implies |Mk |= |fk(Mk)|6|X |hk for all k ∈N0. Then, one has
NL′(hk) = |M0 ∪ · · · ∪Mk |6
k∑
i=0
|X |hi = NL(hk);
as required.
(iv) For any k in N0, one has hk+1¿hk + 1 + mhk=(‘ − m) which implies that hk
grows exponentially with respect to k. But, as {hk | k ∈N0} is the length set of L, the
language L cannot be context-free.
Now it is well-known that a language is context-sensitive if and only if there
is a linearly bounded Turing machine that accepts exactly the words of the lan-
guage (see [15], for instance). In the case of the language L, given an input word w
between the special markers $ and #, a linearly bounded machine needs to test whether
|w| ∈ {hk | k ∈N0} using only the space between the special markers. This can be done
incrementally by testing 3rst whether |w|= h0 and then, in general, if |w| = hk test
whether |w|= hk+1.
6. Discussion
In this paper, we have presented some initial results on error-detection at the gen-
eral level of P- and SID-channels, and examined certain error-detecting capabilities of
uniform, solid, and shuKe codes. Some potentially interesting questions that arise from
this work are the following:
(1) With Theorem 1(ii) in mind, what other bounds exist on the insertion=deletion-
detecting capabilities of languages?
(2) Is it possible to show that solid codes possess stronger error-detecting capabilities
than the one shown in Theorem 4 for the SID-channel    (1; ‘)?
(3) How large is the intersection between certain shuKe codes and solid codes? In
view of Theorem 4 and Proposition 3, it appears that codes in that intersection
provide certain ∗-error-detecting capabilities for free.
(4) Are there examples of variable-length codes which are ∗-error-detecting for (m; ‘)
with delay 0 and more eQcient than the uniform code shown in Section 5?
(5) What is the asymptotic redundancy of the language L of Section 5? The answer
is interesting as L is most eQcient with the property of detecting errors of the
deletion type.
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